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Framework

● Software infrastructure providing
a. Uniform access to event data

b. Format for specifying data products and associations 
c. Programming API which encourages modularity
d. Flexible configuration of framework and user code
e. Provenance and configuration tracking

f. Resource accounting
g. Message handling
h. Multithreading
i. Metadata interface

j. Ancillary debugging tools and workflow aids
k. Database interface (often an experiment-specific add-on)



Simulation

● Physics -- Event generators (e.g. GENIE, NuWRO, GIBUU, NUISANCE, NEUT, Marley, 

CORSIKA…)
● Detector -- GEANT4 + LArSoft tools + DUNE-specific plug-ins
● DAQ has their own hardware emulators for testing portions of the readout 
● Standalone simulations such as edep-sim can be useful in the design process.
● Strong ties to physics requirements and procedures.  Scheduling, Validation, Approval.

● Beam simulation from G4LBNF.
● Flux files and GENIE splines create a static data issue.  StashCache appears to be a good 

solution.



Geometry

● Detector description needed for
○ Simulation
○ Reconstruction
○ Event Display

● These may be different, even though they describe the same detector
○ Level of detail needed/useful 
○ Ideal or Real detector
○ Evaluation of systematics due to alignment

● Beamline Geometry for G4LBNF



Data Product

● Class of objects we can store in memory, on disk, or on  tape.

● Examples:  raw digits, hits, clusters, tracks, showers, vertices, PID MVA discriminant 
outputs, etc.

● Persistable associations with other data products.  one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one.



Some Important Data Products

● artdaq::Fragment*

● raw::RawDigit*

● recob::Wire*
● recob::Hit

● recob::SpacePoint

● recob::Cluster
● recob::Track

● recob::Shower

● anab::Calorimetry
● recob::PFParticle
● recob::Vertex
● WireCell Images

*Dropped in ProtoDUNE-SP Reco

See Tingun's talk at the
January 2019 ProtoDUNE
analysis meeting for pictures



Job Configuration

● Input and output specification

● List of modules and tools to run
● Algorithm and service parameters requiring convenient adjustability.  Things like the E 

field, but not the detector geometry.



Provenance

● Traceable history of where data came from and how they were produced

● Data product parentage
● Job configuration history



Boundary between APA-Level and Event-Level 
Reconstruction

● APA-level (or finer -- channel-by-channel or FEMB-by-FEMB) steps can be serialized or 

parallelized
Both options work to help utilize resources better than we do now.  Pieces have to be 
independent so we can save on memory usage.

● Some processing -- track and cluster finding, event classification, etc. requires the entire 
event to be in memory at one time.  

● Is recob::Hit the right data product to transfer across the boundary?  The track/shower 
CVN needs recob::Wire.    Event-classification CNNs?

● Does a similar issue exist with simulation, or is it easier going the other way?



Problems to solve

1 Simulate and reconstruct data within our 
allowed memory footprint (2 GB/core for 

now).  Both regular triggers and SNB 
triggers.

2 Manage code evolution:  framework 
changes, build system changes, codebase 

growth, software deprecation, and user 
needs.  DAQ and offline may use different 
versions of code.

3 Provide a flexible system for debugging and 
improving geometry description, but at the 

same time lock down the defaults so it is 
difficult for users to make mistakes by 
picking up the wrong geometry.

4 Visualize raw data, reconstructed objects, 
and their relations to detector geometry.  

Do so within resource restrictions available 
interactively.



Problems to solve

5 Provide documentation, tutorials and 
support.

6 Provide long-term access to data and 
algorithms.  Already we must give thought 

to 35-ton and ProtoDUNE-SP data.

7 Interface with DAQ group.  Two-way 
communication of requirements.

8 Keep up with evolving computing 
landscape.  Will the grids go away in the 

future and we only have GPU-heavy HPC’s?



Problems to solve

9 Devise a plan to handle events that take 
many hours to process, or cause memory 

usage to explode.  Coordinate with physics 
teams as skipping them or skipping some 
processing might bias physics results.

10
Integrate framework and our tools with the 
workflow management system and the 

build system.

11 Framework issue -- saving memory
often involves rolling several
operations together and discarding
temporary data.  How to encourage
modularity while de-modularizing
our software?   See DataPrep tools for
an example of how to handle this.
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Or Separate
jobs
of course



Whole-Event Integrity Checks Delayed Until 
Collection Stage 

● Insist all TPC channel waveforms are the same length
● Insist the readouts all start at the same time
● Reject events with duplicate channels
● Insist that all of the expected data are present.   Corrupt data vs missing data.
● Interesting ProtoDUNE-SP problem – some data were misreported on the wrong event (trigger 

board readout was delayed/bunched together).  Already a problem when data are out of order.

● Have to find and correct these right away rather than wait possibly weeks before the collection job 
discovers a problem with all the data.

● Some of these we had to disable for ProtoDUNE-SP due to hardware faults



Process

0
1 

Identify those who can help

Tie work to projects collaborators are already 
working on and need to get done.

0
2 

Schedule tasks and deliverables

Keep checking in with workers to make sure 
they are on schedule.

0
3 

Respond to external changes

We may change our mind about how we go 
about some detail, or we may get pressure 
from outside of DUNE if something cannot be 
done the way we want.  Resist gatuitous 
change.

Topics for the session:
Framework and Simulation requirements.
Geometry implementation and visualization



Deliverables

● Document section for this workshop:  Framework, Simulation, and 
geometry requirements

● Module writing simulated uncompressed raw::RawDigits in the 150-
file format proposed by the DAQ.  First try at this:  APAIORdWriter 
and APAIORdReader already in dunetpc

● Reco chain through hit-finding that works one APA at a time and 

does not keep more than one APA’s worth of raw digits or 
recob::Wire data products in memory at any time.

● Wire Cell and CNN implementation that does not scale memory 
with detector size.

● Updated FD geometry using DUNEGGD
● Updated/Unified ND geometry -- Mat Muether’s coordinating this 

effort
● Event Display that scales to FD’s needs.
● Near Detector Event Display

● FD channel mapping.  Needs DAQ to solidify.  We have had a map 
offline for years now.



Deliverables

● Upgrade to new refactored LArG4
● GPU-enhanced processing of slow parts in reconstruction 

(simulation too?).
● Upgraded noise model in simulation -- how resource intensive is it?  

Current one has some limitations.



Thank you.


